AFTER   EVEREST
from our highest point in my pocket. We roped up.
Norton went down first and myself last, ready to hold
him if at any time he slipped owing to his failing eyesight.
We sat down for a bit and worked out our chances of
reaching the top—900 feet above us, nine hours of climbing
at our present rate, including the difficult bit that was
just above Norton when he was at his nearest point to the
summit, where two climbers, properly roped up, were
essential for success and safety. Obviously, we could
not get up to the top before midnight, and we realized that,
in the moonless night which almost certainly required a
few stops to find the way down, that meant almost certain
death by freezing. We had been willing always to risk
our lives, but we did not believe in throwing them away,
so we decided that we must go down the mountain and
own ourselves beaten in fair fight. No fresh snow, no
blizzards, no intense cold had driven us off the peak. We
were just two frail mortals, and the biggest task Nature
has yet set to man was too much for us. Moving slowly
and resting frequently, and so far from normal that for
the first time in my climbing experience I dropped rny
ice-axe, we carefully retraced our steps down the rocky
ledges, Norton, in spite of his eyes, making no mistake nor
slip.
One thing we had plenty of time to survey, and that
was the view. In its extent it was, of course, magni-
ficent. Great peaks that had towered over us with their
impressive and snow-clad heads a week ago were now but
so many waves on the ocean of mountains below us.
Except for Everest itself there was nothing within view
so high as we were ourselves. The colossal bastion of
Cho Uyo and Gyachung Kang was a wall over which we
could see the low limestone hills of Tibet, and far away
in the distance beyond them a few snowy summits, maybe
200 miles away. Mountain peaks are nearly always at
their best when one is below their level: but whilst they
lose their individual glory when seen from above, there
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